LTS Learn to Sail 50th Reunion Jr/Sr Regatta – Notice of Race
We will be holding the Jr/Sr Regatta on August 8th. With apologies to Colin Mann, Andreas Josenhans,
Phil Gow and everyone else that writes a far better Notice of Race, here is the NOR for the Jr/Sr.
1.0 It will be held on Saturday, August 8th with registration beginning at 12 noon and sailing hopefully
starting around 1pm.
2.0 It will be held in Sonars (thanks to the generosity of the owners, so no contact) with crews of 2, 3, 4
or as many as you wish to bring. However, there must be a difference in age between the oldest and
youngest member of the crew of at least 10 years. Grandparents,, and therefore grandchildren,
siblings, spouses and everyone in between is encouraged. I already know for a fact that every sailing
instructor, every kid that hopes to be a sailing instructor and every past sailing instructor that wants
a letter of reference from me will be attending! Telling me that they didn’t read this or that their
phone is broken will not be an acceptable excuse.
3.0 At least one member of the crew must have heard of the Learn to Sail (Junior sailing) program.
4.0 There will be no spinnakers (mains and jibs only).
5.0 Boat rotation, courses, rules on who drives and anything else that needs to be decided will be
determined before we begin racing and announced to all.
6.0 All decisions will be made by my committee and me and they will be final.
7.0 Anything anyone can do to keep Jeremy Wood or John Whynacht from winning will be encouraged!
Please let me know (learning@lyc.ns.ca) if you plan to enter a crew for this prestigious event. There will
also be a sign up sheet posted inside the LTS building.

